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The Book of Names
First Time Available! Following the USA Today bestseller, Lost and Found Sisters,
comes Rainy Day Friends, Jill Shalvis’ moving story of heart, loss, betrayal, and
friendship. Six months after Lanie Jacobs’ husband’s death, it’s hard to imagine
anything could deepen her sense of pain and loss. But then Lanie discovers she
isn’t the only one grieving his sudden passing. A serial adulterer, he left behind
several other women who, like Lanie, each believe she was his legally wedded
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wife. Rocked by the infidelity, Lanie is left to grapple with searing questions. How
could she be so wrong about a man she thought she knew better than anyone? Will
she ever be able to trust another person? Can she even trust herself? Desperate to
make a fresh start, Lanie impulsively takes a job at the family-run Capriotti Winery.
At first, she feels like an outsider among the boisterous Capriottis. With no real
family of her own, she’s bewildered by how quickly they all take her under their
wing and make her feel like she belongs. Especially Mark Capriotti, a gruffly
handsome Air Force veteran turned deputy sheriff who manages to wind his way
into Lanie’s cold, broken heart—along with the rest of the clan. Everything is finally
going well for her, but the arrival of River Green changes all that. The fresh-faced
twenty-one-year old seems as sweet as they come…until her dark secrets come to
light—secrets that could destroy the new life Lanie’s only just begun to build.

Ghettoside
Provides basic information on successfully collecting, processing, analyzing, and
describing skeletal human remains. Forensic Anthropology Training Manual serves
as a practical reference tool and a framework for training in forensic anthropology.
The first chapter informs judges, attorneys, law enforcement personnel, and
international workers of the information and services available from a professional
forensic anthropologist. The first section (Chapters 2-11) is a training guide to
assist in the study of human skeletal anatomy. The second section (Chapters
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12-17) focuses on the specific work of the forensic anthropologist, beginning with
an introduction to the forensic sciences. Learning Goals Upon completing this book
readers will be able to: Have a strong foundation in human skeletal anatomy
Explain how this knowledge contributes to the physical description and personal
identification of human remains Understand the basics of excavating a grave,
preparing a forensic report, and presenting expert witness testimony in a court of
law Define forensic anthropology within the broader context of the forensic
sciences Describe the work of today’s forensic anthropologists

Let's Make Some Great Fingerprint Art
"Rustic Cuff creator Jill Donovan focuses on concepts inspired by her most popular
bracelets, telling the stories behind them while also sharing how they can impact
the life of the reader and everyone they touch. Be inspired by this regifting
movement and discover the power in generous giving for a fulfilling journey
through life"--Amazon.com and dust jacket flap.

Home, and Other Big, Fat Lies
Dani was born with her heart on the wrong side of her body. In her fifteen years of
life, she's had more doctor's appointments, X-rays, and tests, and eaten more
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green hospital Jell-O than she cares to think about. Fourteen-year-old Amanda is a
competitive gymnast, her body a small package of sleek muscles, in perfect health.
The two girls don't know each other, don't go to the same school, don't have any
friends in common. But their lives are about to collide. Acclaimed author Jill
Wolfson tackles this fascinating story with her trademark honesty and wit.

Thinking of You
The tales in this magnificent collection celebrate the holidays in 19th-century New
York City and features stories by Judith McNaught, Jude Devereaux, Jill Barnett, and
Arnette Lamb. Reissue.

Millie's Fling
Told in their separate voices, Eagan, who has died in a figure-skating accident,
becomes a heart donor for Amelia, who then begins taking on some aspects of
Eagan's personality.

The Kindness Effect
Finding the courage to trust your heart can be the hardest thing of all Dexter Yates
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has the looks, the money, the swanky apartment, and girlfriends galore. But it's
not until his niece, Delphi, is born that Dex falls in love for the first time in his life.
Then tragedy strikes when Dex's sister Laura dies in an accident. Suddenly, Dex
finds himself a new parent and a single father to boot. With no idea how to raise an
eight-month-old baby girl on his own, Dex decides to move into his weekend home
in the small village of Briarwood in the Cotswolds. The quirky neighborhood
welcomes him with open arms, especially next—door neighbor and gifted
cartoonist Molly who offers to help with Delphi. Molly won't put up with any
nonsense and her messy romantic past makes her cautious. If they can learn to
trust each other, there might be a happily-ever-after for all three. A fresh and fun
British women's fiction and a great romantic book with plenty of humor and
friendship. Fans of Meg Cabot, Sophie Kinsella, Helen Fielding and Jennifer Weiner
will love Mansell's quirky humor and the "will they, won't they" relationship
between Molly and Dex. What readers are saying about Don't Want To Miss A
Thing: "reading a Jill Mansell novel is like that first satisfying sip of tea after a hard
day and this one was, thankfully, no different" "This was A BRILLIANT BOOK that I
just couldn't put down" "A SINGLE, HOT BRITISH GUY with a baby? Yep, Ms Mansell
has hit the JACKPOT" "a great cast of characters and always SO MUCH WARMTH."
"My first Jill Mansell and it was a most delicious experience. I actually give this
book 10 stars. I can't find a flaw, not one." "COMPLICATED, QUIRKY, WHIMSICAL"
What reviewers are saying about Don't Want To Miss A Thing: "A little bundle of joy
changes everything in this quirky chick—lit tale charmingly well charted. "
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-Publishers Weekly " her signature blend of humor, romance, and multiple happy
endings, " -Booklist "Utterly charming from the first page, Mansell's engaging tale
is as welcome and warming as a cup of tea on a rainy night. " -RT Book Reviews
"One of the masters of fun, upbeat fiction with twists of romance" -Shelf Awareness
"sweet, funny, and even a tiny bit sad but oh so fantastic!" -Peeking Between the
Pages " With a charming English village, a baby, and a playboy, chick—lit
enthusiasts can go wrong with this book!" -Debbie's Book Bag What everyone is
saying about the queen of British chick lit, Jill Mansell: "Fans of chick lit — if you
haven't read Mansell yet WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR!?" -A Bookworm's World
"Pick this up at your peril: you won't get a thing done till it's finished." — Heat
magazine "A romantic romp full of larger-than-life characters."— Express "Fast,
furious and fabulous fun. To read it is to devour it." — Company "Expect to run the
gamut of emotions, as this book is both laugh-out-loud funny and tear-jerkingly
sad. Basically, you won't put it down." — New Woman

Beasts of the Frozen Sun
Mallory Quinn has had enough of playing it safe. As a nurse and devoted daughter,
she takes care of everyone but herself. And as the local good girl, she's expected
to date Mr. Right. But for once, she'd like to take a risk on Mr. Wrong. And who
could be more wrong than Ty Garrison? The mysterious new guy in town has made
it clear that he's only passing through, which suits Mallory just fine. Besides, his
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lean, hard body and sexy smile will give her plenty to remember once he's gone . .
. For the first time in his life, Ty can't bear to leave. Helping this sexy seductress-intraining walk on the wild side is making him desire things he shouldn?t?including
leaving the military for good. As their just-for-fun fling becomes something more,
Mallory and Ty wonder if they could really be this lucky in love. After all . . .
anything can happen in a town called Lucky Harbor.

Cold Hands, Warm Heart
Taking you to places no one has ever gone before, and blending memoir,
adventure, and science, Into the Planet is a riveting account of one of the most
dangerous yet exhilarating pursuits in the world: diving to the centre of the earth.
"If I die, it will be in the most glorious place that nobody has ever seen." As one of
the most celebrated cave divers in the world, Jill Heinerth has seen the planet in a
way almost no one has. In a workday, she might swim below your home, through
conduits in volcanoes or cracks in the world's largest iceberg. She's an explorer, a
scientist's eyes and hands underwater—discovering new species and examining
our finite freshwater reserves—and a filmmaker documenting the wonders of
underwater life. Often the lone woman in a male-dominated domain, she tests the
limits of human endurance at every tight turn, risking her life with each mission. To
not only survive in this world but excel, Jill has had to learn how to master selfdoubt like no other. With gripping storytelling that radiates intimacy, Into the
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Planet will transport you deep into the most exquisite, untouched corners of the
earth, where fear must be reconciled and the innermost parts of the human
condition are revealed.

Hot Winter Nights
Rachel Brooks is excited for the new school year. She's finally earned a place as a
forward on her soccer team. Her best friends make everything fun. And she really
likes Tate, and she's pretty sure he likes her back. After one last appointment with
her scoliosis doctor, this will be her best year yet.Then the doctor delivers some
terrible news: The sideways curve in Rachel's spine has gotten worse, and she
needs to wear a back brace twenty-three hours a day. The brace wraps her in hard
plastic from shoulder blades to hips. It changes how her clothes fit, how she kicks a
ball, and how everyone sees her--even her friends and Tate. But as Rachel
confronts all the challenges the brace presents, the biggest change of all may lie in
how she sees herself. Written by a debut author who wore a brace of her own,
Braced is the inspiring, heartfelt story of a girl learning to manage the many curves
life throws her way.

Summer Moon
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Given the chance to train as a squire, kitchen servant Achan Cham hopes to pull
himself out of his pitiful life and become a Kingsguard Knight. When Achan's owner
learns of his training, he forces Achan to spar with the Crown Prince--more of a
death sentence than an honor. Meanwhile, strange voices in Achan's head cause
him to fear he's going mad. While escorting the prince to a council presentation,
their convoy is attacked. Achan is wounded and arrested, but escapes from
prison--only to discover a secret about himself he never believed possible.

Rainy Day Friends
My dearest daughter, I will never forget the day I nearly lost you. The day you
learned the secrets that would tear our lives apart… Time stops for Jen when her
beloved daughter, Gracie, is involved in a terrible car crash. Pronounced dead at
the scene, it's a miracle when paramedics manage to then resuscitate the little
girl. The relief Jen feels at Gracie's recovery is matched only by her fury at the
driver of the car - her ex-husband's new girlfriend Ella. Jen has never trusted Ella,
and now her worst fears have been confirmed. But then Gracie begins to tell
strange stories about what she heard in the car that day, and what she saw in
those moments near death. It's clear that there's something shocking hidden in
Ella's past… but exposing it could tear all their lives apart. An emotional pageturner that will take your breath away. Perfect for fans of Jodi Picoult, Lisa Wingate
and Kerry Fisher.
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Wrapped Up in You
We were only three angry high school girls, to begin with. Alix, the hot-tempered
surfer chick; Stephanie, the tree-hugging activist; and me, Meg, the quiet foster
kid, the one who never quite fit in. We hardly knew each other, but each of us
nurtured a burning anger: at the jerks in our class, at our disappointing parents, at
the whole flawed, unjust world. We were only three angry girls, simmering
uselessly in our ocean-side California town, until one day a mysterious, beautiful
classmate named Ambrosia taught us what else we could be: Powerful. Deadly.
Furious. Yes, that's us. The three Greek Furies, come to life, ready to take our
revenge on everyone who deserves it. And who doesn't deserve it, really? We're
done with chances. We are angry. The Furies have come to town. Jill Wolfson's
Furious is an enthralling retelling of Greek myth.

Bewitching
The basis for the major motion picture 5 Flights Up starring Diane Keaton and
Morgan Freeman. New York City is on high alert—a gasoline truck is “stuck” in the
Midtown tunnel and the driver has fled. Through panic and gridlock, Alex and Ruth
must transport their beloved old dachshund—whose back legs are suddenly
paralyzed—to the animal hospital, using a cutting board as a stretcher. But this is
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also the weekend when Alex and Ruth must sell the apartment in which they have
lived for most of their adult lives. Over the course of forty-eight hours, as the
mystery of the missing truck driver terrorizes the city and the dachshund’s life
hangs in the balance, the bidding war over their apartment becomes a barometer
for collective hope and despair. Told in shifting points of view—Alex’s, Ruth’s, and
the little dog’s—Heroic Measures is a moving, deft novel about urban anxiety and
the love that deepens over years.

Get a Clue
USA Today Bestseller! Are you in the midst of one of those "exciting" phases of life,
like the eerily quiet empty nestor the new job with the distractingly attractive, offlimits bossor a wacky new roommate who isn't at all as advertised? What about all
of those at once Is your life full of surprises? No? Well, what if it could be? You may
begin to think you're living someone else's reality. And maybe, that's not a bad
thing International bestselling author Jill Mansell spins a poignant and funny story
of mothers, daughters, friends, and loversand what happens when everything
takes a turn for the unexpected. Praise for A Walk in the Park: "What a fabulous
readlaugh out loud moments, heartwarming and sweet."—Wendy's Minding Spot
"Wonderful charactersHeld me captivated."—Long and Short Reviews "A great read
with drama, dry humor, and colorful characters."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
"Mansell excels at the ensemble romantic comedy, and her quirky but endearing
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characters shine once again."—Booklist "CharmingMansell deftly weaves a web of
poignant loves stories."—Publishers Weekly

Furious
In a place called thunder creek, two wary hearts are about to get a second chance
at love. When Katy Templeton fled her small Wyoming town and its painful
memories, she thought she’d said good-bye to Thunder Creek forever. But now the
prodigal daughter has come home. Home to the relentless ghosts of the past.
Home to Jackson Brent, the lean, hard cowboy with the lazy smile--and the last
person on earth she ever wanted to lay eyes on again. Time and tragedy had come
between them, but Jackson never forgot his best friend’s kid sister. The coltish
beauty blossomed into a stunning woman, burned by love yet unafraid to take on
the whole town to get justice for her family. Katy blames him for her beloved
brother’s death, but as she digs for answers about that fateful day fourteen years
earlier, there is someone ready to kill to keep her from getting them--and Jackson
might be the only one who can save her. He wants her safe--and in his arms, but
Katy can’t rest until she discovers the truth. Fighting her red-hot attraction to
Jackson, Katy risks everything--even the yearnings of her own heart--to unravel the
truth about her brother’s death. From the Paperback edition.
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Don't Want to Miss a Thing
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, THE HUFFINGTON POST, AND SHELF AWARENESS
• “In Hausfrau, Anna Karenina goes Fifty Shades with a side of Madame
Bovary.”—Time “A debut novel about Anna, a bored housewife who, like her
Tolstoyan namesake, throws herself into a psychosexual journey of self-discovery
and tragedy.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Sexy and insightful, this gorgeously
written novel opens a window into one woman’s desperate soul.”—People Anna
was a good wife, mostly. For readers of The Girl on the Train and The Woman
Upstairs comes a striking debut novel of marriage, fidelity, sex, and morality,
featuring a fascinating heroine who struggles to live a life with meaning. Anna
Benz, an American in her late thirties, lives with her Swiss husband, Bruno—a
banker—and their three young children in a postcard-perfect suburb of Zürich.
Though she leads a comfortable, well-appointed life, Anna is falling apart inside.
Adrift and increasingly unable to connect with the emotionally unavailable Bruno or
even with her own thoughts and feelings, Anna tries to rouse herself with new
experiences: German language classes, Jungian analysis, and a series of sexual
affairs she enters with an ease that surprises even her. But Anna can’t easily
extract herself from these affairs. When she wants to end them, she finds it’s
difficult. Tensions escalate, and her lies start to spin out of control. Having crossed
a moral threshold, Anna will discover where a woman goes when there is no going
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back. Intimate, intense, and written with the precision of a Swiss Army knife, Jill
Alexander Essbaum’s debut novel is an unforgettable story of marriage, fidelity,
sex, morality, and most especially self. Navigating the lines between lust and love,
guilt and shame, excuses and reasons, Anna Benz is an electrifying heroine whose
passions and choices readers will debate with recognition and fury. Her story
reveals, with honesty and great beauty, how we create ourselves and how we lose
ourselves and the sometimes disastrous choices we make to find ourselves. Praise
for Hausfrau “Elegant . . . There is much to admire in Essbaum’s intricately
constructed, meticulously composed novel, including its virtuosic intercutting of
past and present.”—Chicago Tribune “For a first novelist, Essbaum is extraordinary
because she is a poet. Her language is meticulous and resonant and
daring.”—NPR’s Weekend Edition “We’re in literary territory as familiar as Anna’s
name, but Essbaum makes it fresh with sharp prose and psychological
insight.”—San Francisco Chronicle “This marvelously quiet book is psychologically
complex and deeply intimate. . . . One of the smartest novels in recent
memory.”—The Dallas Morning News “Essbaum’s poignant, shocking debut novel
rivets.”—Us Weekly “A powerful, lyrical novel . . . Hausfrau boasts taut pacing and
melodrama, but also a fully realized heroine as love-hateable as Emma
Bovary.”—The Huffington Post “Imagine Tom Perrotta’s American nowheresvilles
swapped out for a tidy Zürich suburb, sprinkled liberally with sharp riffs on SwissGerman grammar and European hypocrisy.”—New York From the Hardcover
edition.
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Cold Hands, Warm Heart
Burn brightly. Love fiercely. For all else is dust. Every child of Glasnith learns the
last words of Aillira, the god-gifted mortal whose doomed love affair sparked a war
of gods and men, and Lira of clan Stone knows the story better than most. As a
descendant of Aillira and god-gifted in her own right, she has the power to read
people’s souls, to see someone’s true essence with only a touch of her hand. When
a golden-haired warrior washes up on the shores of her homeland—one of the
fearful marauders from the land of the Frozen Sun—Lira helps the wounded man
instead of turning him in. After reading his soul, she realizes Reyker is different
than his brethren who attack the coasts of Glasnith. He confides in her that he’s
been cursed with what his people call battle-madness, forced to fight for the
warlord known as the Dragon, a powerful tyrant determined to reignite the ancient
war that Aillira started. As Lira and Reyker form a bond forbidden by both their
clans, the wrath of the Dragon falls upon them and all of Glasnith, and Lira finds
herself facing the same tragic fate as her ancestor. The battle for Lira’s life, for
Reyker’s soul, and for their peoples’ freedom has only just begun

Jack and Jill
MacLachlan brothers Calum and Eachann need brides, but there are no women on
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the secluded island where they live. As the descendants of a displaced Highland
clan, their lives are complicated, and their goals and methods for dealing with
troubles are far from the same. Calum is the logical brother, solid and steady, while
Eachann lives by his impulses. When widower Eachann's two rebellious children
are thrown out of their mainland boarding school, he decides it's definitely time for
a wife. Fate all but hands him two women on a silver platter, so he kidnaps two
brides, one to help him with his uncontrollable children, and one for his all-too
serious brother. Debutantes Georgina Bayard and Amy Emerson socially opposite,
old money versus new, and both are the talk of the gossipy Four Hundred. While
attending the same ball, they are swept away by a mad Scotsman. As captives on
a misty island, these two social enemies find themselves with only each other for
support. Then, before the women can successfully escape, winter sets in and there
is no way back to the mainland. They are stuck with the MacLachlans--two brothers
and two unruly kids. There, on that misty island, during a cold and blustery winter,
Amy and Georgina must choose: to find some way to go back to their old lives, or
take a chance and let their hearts get carried away.

Heroic Measures
“Jill McCorkle has long been one of our wryest, warmest, wisest storytellers. In
Hieroglyphics, she takes us on through decades, through loss, through redemption,
and lands in revelation and grace. As always with McCorkle, the story feels so
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effortless and true that we might well miss what a high-wire act she’s performing.
But make no mistake: She’s up there without a net, she never misses a step, and
it’s spectacular.” —Rebecca Makkai, Pulitzer Prize finalist for The Great Believers
Lil and Frank married young, launched into courtship when they bonded over how
they both—suddenly, tragically—lost a parent when they were children. Over time,
their marriage grew and strengthened, with each still wishing for so much more
understanding of the parents they’d lost prematurely. Now, after many years in
Boston, they have retired in North Carolina. There, Lil, determined to leave a
history for their children, sifts through letters and notes and diary entries—perhaps
revealing more secrets than Frank wants their children to know. Meanwhile, Frank
has become obsessed with what might have been left behind at the house he lived
in as a boy on the outskirts of town, where a young single mother, Shelley, is just
trying to raise her son with some sense of normalcy. Frank’s repeated visits to
Shelley’s house begin to trigger memories of her own family, memories that she’d
rather forget. Because, after all, not all parents are ones you wish to remember.
Hieroglyphics reveals the difficulty of ever really knowing the intentions and
dreams and secrets of the people who raised you. In her deeply layered and
masterful novel, Jill McCorkle deconstructs and reconstructs what it means to be a
father or a mother, and what it means to be a child piecing together the world all
around us, a child learning to make sense of the hieroglyphics of history and
memory.
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Gracie's Secret
A Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter for the Los Angeles Times discusses the hundreds
of murders that occur in the city each year, and focuses on the story of the
dedicated group of detectives who pursue justice at any cost in the killing of Bryant
Tennelle.

A Holiday of Love
It’s love. Trust me. After a lifetime on the move, Ivy Snow is an expert in all things
temporary—schools, friends, and way too many Mr. Wrongs. Now that she owns a
successful taco truck in San Francisco and an apartment to call home, Ivy’s
reinvented life is on solid ground. And she’s guarded against anything that can
rock it. Like the realities of a past she’s worked hard to cover up. And especially
Kel O’Donnell. Too hot not to set off alarms, he screams temporary. If only his
whispers weren’t so delightfully naughty and irresistible. Kel, an Idaho sheriff and
ranch owner, is on vacay, but Ivy’s a spicy reason to give his short-term plans a
second thought. Best of all, she’s a tonic for his untrusting heart, burned once and
still in repair. But when Ivy’s past intrudes on a perfect romance, Kel fears that
everything she’s told him has been a perfect lie. Now, if only Ivy’s willing to share,
Kel will fight for a true love story.
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Carried Away
Maura Jane Reed was twenty-four years old and had never gone to a dance, owned
a new dress, spoken aloud without giving careful thought to each word, or kissed a
man. On that savage January night when snow engulged the Rockies in a raging
blur of glittering white, when the wild creatures hid and shivered, and no one
stirred in the tiny, dirty town of Knotsville, Montana, she had no inkling that her life
was about to change forever. Quinn Lassiter was a feared gunfighter, a man
without home or roots. But when one night of love-making left Maura pregnant,
Quinn did the one thing he’d thought he’d never do. He married Maura and
promised to take care of her and their child. He was certain married life in a cabin
would be like prison, but soon his new bride’s irresistible beauty and spirit made
him long for her with a need that couldn’t be denied. Quinn never thought he’d fall
in love, but that was before he found the one woman who made him forget his
wandering ways…. “Jill Gregory’s western romances always pack a wallop. Cold
Night, Warm Stranger is true to form. Strong characters that engage reader’s
emotions and an action-packed story with a powerful plot makes this a not-to-bemissed western.” – Romantic Times 4 ½ stars. Top Pick! “You will be enticed from
the first chapter…You will cry and cheer for these wonderfully beloved characters,
who will do nothing less than capture your heart…Jill Gregory has done it again.
Her talent shines through in this sensually captivating novel -- she shows us once
again that love can conquer all.” -- Rendezvous
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Hieroglyphics
Who needs mistletoe? Most people wouldn’t think of a bad Santa case as the
perfect Christmas gift. Then again, Molly Malone, office manager at Hunt
Investigations, isn’t most people, and she could really use a distraction from the
fantasies she’s been having since spending the night with her very secret crush,
Lucas Knight. Nothing happened, not that Lucas knows that—but Molly just wants
to enjoy being a little naughty for once . . . Whiskey and pain meds for almosthealed bullet wounds don’t mix. Lucas needs to remember that next time he’s shot
on the job, which may be sooner rather than later if Molly’s brother, Joe, finds out
about them. Lucas can’t believe he’s drawing a blank on his (supposedly)
passionate tryst with Molly, who’s the hottest, smartest, strongest woman he’s
ever known. Strong enough to kick his butt if she discovers he’s been assigned to
babysit her on her first case. And hot enough to melt his cold heart this Christmas.

In a Heartbeat
Discover different and surprising ways of creating pictures with finger- and
handprints. Create handprint birds, lions and reindeer; invent strange creatures by
combining fingerprints and blowpainting; make fingerprint stencil art or create
your own gallery of aliens and monsters. From flowers and bees to dinosaurs and
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skeletons - let the inky fingers begin! Marion Deuchars is an internationally
acclaimed, award-winning illustrator with an instantly recognizable and much loved
style. From her covers for Penguin Books to her stamps celebrating the Royal
Shakespeare Company, her illustration and lettering is unparalleled and highly
influential.

Lucky in Love
Millie's quiet, single summer is about to get turned upside down When her dear
friend and bestselling novelist Orla Hart invites Millie to spend the summer with her
in Cornwall, Millie leaps at the chance to spend the summer alone, recovering from
a bad breakup. But Orla has other ideas. Envisioning Millie as the heroine of her
next novel, Orla is determined that Millie should meet the man of her dreams this
summer. The trouble is, Millie's taste in men doesn't match with Orla's at all. Hugh
Emerson, dashing young widower, is the one who really interests her. He is also
the one man Orla insists she shouldn't get involved with. With dropped wallets,
rollerskating gorillagrams, the world's most flirtatious boss, and a helicopter in the
back garden, It's sure to be an unforgettable summer A fresh and fun British
women's fiction and a great romantic book with plenty of humor, friendship, and
some madcap fun. Fans of Meg Cabot, Sophie Kinsella, Helen Fielding and Jennifer
Weiner will want to escape to Cornwall this summer to find their own romance.
What readers are saying about Millie's Fling: "a delightfully funny romance"
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"comparable to a good Romantic Comedy movie." "the goings on and
misunderstandings down in Cornwall reminded me of a MASH-UP OF AUSTEN AND
SHAKESPEARE." "a typical not-at-all-perfect heroine, stuck between jobs and with a
mixed up family and a few wacky friends." "FRESH AND WITTY" "a non-stop roller
coaster ride full of ROLLICKING FUN and laughs" What reviewers are saying about
Millie's Fling: "Millie's Fling is a super cute and wicked funny book and I thoroughly
enjoyed myself while reading it. "—Night Owl Romance "Readers will find a
CHARMING ROMP in Jill Mansell'sMillie's Fling."—BookPage "Ms. Mansell creates
such likable and heartwarming characters (like Millie and Orla) that the reader
can't help but root for them."—Booking Mama "Millie's Fling is a feel-good book for
chick lit fans or readers looking for a light and funny novel packed with memorable
characters."—Diary of an Eccentric What everyone is saying about the queen of
British chick lit, Jill Mansell: "Fans of chick lit - if you haven't read Mansell yet what are you waiting for!?" —A Bookworm's World "Pick this up at your peril: you
won't get a thing done till it's finished." —Heat magazine "A romantic romp full of
larger-than-life characters." — Express "FAST, FURIOUS AND FABULOUS FUN. To
read it is to devour it." — Company "Expect to run the gamut of emotions, as this
book is both laugh-out-loud funny and tear-jerkingly sad. Basically, you won't put it
down." — New Woman

Braced
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14-year-old Amanda is a competitive gymnast, sleek-muscled and in perfect
health. 15-year-old Dani has been in and out of hospital all her life. The two girls
have never met but their lives are about to collide. Amanda suffers a blood clot
during a competition and dies and the donation of her heart means renewed life for
Dani.

What I Call Life
I haven't even explained yet about the Knitting Lady. Who is she? How did I wind
up on her doorstep? How did I meet the other girls who became my friends—no,
they became more than friends—despite the fact that they drove me absolutely
crazy. I need to take a giant step back, return myself to the police car and explain
how I, Cal Lavender, came to be living a life that wasn't my own. A witty and
moving first novel that uncovers another side of the foster-care system Cal
Lavender is perfectly happy living her anonymous life, even if she does have to
play mother to her own mother a whole lot more than an eleven-year-old should.
But when Cal's mother has one of her "unfortunate episodes" in the middle of the
public library, she is whisked off by the authorities and Cal is escorted to a seat in
the back of a police car. On "just a short, temporary detour from what I call life,"
Cal finds herself in a group home with four other girls, watched over by a strange
old woman everyone refers to as the Knitting Lady. At first Cal can think of nothing
but how to get out of this nuthouse. She knows she doesn't belong there. But it
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turns out that all the girls, and even the Knitting Lady, may have a lot more in
common than they could have imagined. A fresh new voice in middle-grade
fiction—Jill Wolfson's unforgettable characters will blunder their way into readers'
hearts.

Invisible Girl
This book presents the story of a unique collection of 140 manuscripts of ‘learned
magic’ that was sold for a fantastic sum within the clandestine channels of the
German book trade in the early eighteenth century. The book will interpret this
collection from two angles – as an artefact of the early modern book market as well
as the longue-durée tradition of Western learned magic –, thus taking a new stance
towards scribal texts that are often regarded as eccentric, peripheral, or marginal.
The study is structured by the apparent exceptionality, scarcity, and illegality of
the collection, and provides chapters on clandestine activities in European book
markets, questions of censorship regimes and efficiency, the use of manuscripts in
an age of print, and the history of learned magic in early modern Europe. As the
collection has survived till this day in Leipzig University Library, the book provides
a critical edition of the 1710 selling catalogue, which includes a brief content
analysis of all extant manuscripts. The study will be of interest to scholars and
students from a variety of fields, such as early modern book history, the history of
magic, cultural history, the sociology of religion, or the study of Western
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esotericism.

Rumor Has It
What's a duke to do when a carefully selected bride rejects him rather than marry
without love? He salvages his pride by marrying the next woman who falls into his
arms. Joyous Fiona MacQuarrie bewitched the Duke of Belmore the moment she
appeared from nowhere and knocked him over . . . literally. When Alec's pride
makes him choose to marry her, Joy turns the life of the most serious and snobbish
duke in England upside down because she is a Scottish witch whose powers of
white magic are not always easy for her to control. Too soon Alec finds his well
ordered and controlled life a mess, because he married a witch? One who turns
him to fire when he kisses her, who charms everyone around her, and threatens to
destroy both their lives as scandal looms over her. Joy falls hopelessly in love and
not even the strongest magic can seem to turn her into a proper duchess, and how
else will he ever love her? Passion holds them spellbound in an irresistibly funny
and tender tale of two opposite but lonely hearts.

Thunder Creek
A runaway seeks Harper Lee for answers Sometimes the things that need to be
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discovered aren't so easily found at home. Erin is certain that this is true in her
case. A book is all that connects Erin to her mother, who died when she was a
baby. But how much can Erin really learn about her mother from a tattered copy of
To Kill a Mockingbird? On the eve of her sixteenth birthday, Erin decides it's finally
time to find out. And so begins her bus journey from Minnesota to Alabama in
search of Harper Lee, the reclusive author of To Kill a Mockingbird. In a novel full of
quirky characters, strange coincidences, and on-the-road adventures, In Search of
Mockingbirdby Loretta Ellsworth deftly traces a unique voyage of self-discovery,
perfect for fans of To Kill a Mockingbirdand Go Set a Watchman. “Light,
contemporary quest story . . . Suggest this as a follow-up to Lee's classic novel.”
—Booklist “Erin's journey of self-discovery gives her the courage to confront her
own failings and the maturity to accept her father's plans to marry. . . . Readers
will root for her while reaching for a copy of To Kill a Mockingbird.” —Publishers
Weekly "Ellsworth makes Erin's unlikely coming-of-age trip convincing. Designed to
look like an old journal, the story's searching-for-mother theme should make it
especially appealing to older fans of Kate DiCamillo's Because of Winn Dixie (2000)
and Phyllis Reynolds Naylor's Alice Books. An engaging road trip." -Kirkus Reviews

In Search of Mockingbird
"A cheeky tale for recession-era romantics," (More) from a bestselling author The
year is 2006 and Holly Talbott is married to the founder of Comer Capital at the
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apex of excess on Wall street. Sure, Holly loves being a stay-at-home mom and
keeping house accounts at all the best places, but there are some downsides to
being Mrs. Hedgefund. Even botox can't beautify her motherin-law's withering
stares, and her husband, Tim, is away so often it feels like she's single again. So
when it turns out that not all of Tim's trips have been for business, the newly
minted divorcée ventures beyond the Upper East Side and finds that sometimes
exes have all the fun. Impeccably rendered with wit and style, The Ex-Mrs.
Hedgefund is an old-fashioned love story and a celebration of New York-in any
economy.

By Darkness Hid
He’ll help unleash the new woman in her… Special Ops soldier Griffin Reid doesn’t
exactly have happy memories of growing up in Sunshine, Idaho. He’s only come
back to recover from a war injury, and while he refuses to admit he’s in a
weakened state, he finds comfort in the last person he’d expect. Kate Evans
teaches fourth grade science in Sunshine, the place she’s always called home.
Dreaming of graduate school and a happily-ever-after, she’s desperate to break
out of the monotony of Sunshine. Luckily, a certain sexy man has just come back
into her life. To Griffin, Kate as always been his little sister’s friend, but now he’s
finding her to be so much more. As both attempt to forge their paths, they must
decide if their passionate connection can turn into something lasting…
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The Ex-Mrs. Hedgefund
A heartbreaking story of family secrets from the USA Today bestselling author of
Gracie’s Secret. Perfect for fans of Jodi Picoult and Diane Chamberlain. I know you.
I know you in a way you can’t even imagine. I have been searching for you in the
years since you wrote that letter – the letter that told me you were looking for me
too. But now that I’ve found you, I don’t know if I can tell you the truth of what
happened. It would ruin your perfect life. It would risk your beautiful daughter. So, I
watch and I wait – longing to protect you from what’s to come. This morning,
you’re running late and your little girl, tugged by the hand, scurries to keep up with
you. She’s clean but a little scrawny. Maybe that’s because you struggle with the
bills; maybe she’s just made that way. I know what it is to have lost a precious
child. I pray you never learn how that feels. But try as I might to shield you, I can’t
hold back the past forever… when I finally tell my secret, will it break you like it did
me all those years ago? Readers absolutely adore Jill Childs ***** ‘Wow! There is no
other word for this book. It is emotional and thrilling and just plain amazing! I
cannot wait to read more of the writer's books in the future!’ Goodreads reviewer
***** ‘Absolutely brilliant, brilliant and brilliant, didn't think Jill could “do it again”
after reading Gracie's Secret but how wrong could I be? Loved everything about
this book.’ Goodreads reviewer ***** ‘WOW… this book was just beautifully written
throughout and had you gripped from the first few pages…. I just loved this book
and the last few chapters will keep on your toes.’ Goodreads Reviewer ***** ‘The
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characters are flawed but show great emotion… The author has tremendous
insight into the mind of a young child…, If you like domestic thrillers, emotionpacked drama, and a gripping storyline this book is definitely for you.’ Waggy Tales
Dog Blog ***** ‘Wow. What a great book. Held my attention from the first page to
the very last page. I couldn't put it down and finished it in a day. Tugged at my
heart… This is my first by this author but after reading this it won't be my last.’
Goodreads reviewer ***** ‘Invisible Girl is an absolutely brilliant emotional rollercoaster of a novel, beautifully written with sensitivity and compassion…. The final
chapters were so touching I was close to tears and I didn’t want it to end. Thank
you, Jill, for producing such a delightful and heart-warming novel, it will stay in my
thoughts for a long time.’ Netgalley reviewer ***** ‘This book was so amazing. It
was thought provoking and wonderfully well written…This book makes you think
and gives you so many feelings. I will spend many days thinking about this book
and what I can do! This book is so good!’ Goodreads reviewer **** ‘Invisible Girl is
an engrossing story that is very emotional and well written. This book is a must
read this year.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Absolutely brilliant! A poignant, touching and
thrilling take from an amazing writer. Tense and pacy, and yet written with heart. A
truly stunning tale.’ Renita D’Silva ‘I really enjoyed this book, staying up late into
the night to finish it in one sitting. gripping and twisty and with an ending you don't
see coming. This is the first of Jill Childs books I have read, but it definitely won’t
be the last.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I'm a huge fan of Jill Child's books. I really
enjoyed this book and I couldn't put it down… I wasn't expecting the ending at all. I
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thought I had figured it out but I didn't… the twists and turns were very good.'
Goodreads reviewer

Forensic Anthropology Training Manual
Discovering an ancient text that reveals for every generation thirty-six secret
individuals whose lives affect the fate of the world, professor David Shepherd is
horrified to learn that all but three of the current generation's Hidden Ones have
met unnatural deaths that sparked brutal wars and terror attacks. Reprint.

The End of Desire
The new novel from Jill Wolfson—an exciting, fresh voice in middle-grade fiction
Whitney has been in so many foster homes that she can give a complete rundown
on the most common varieties of foster parents—from the look-on-the-bright-side
types to those unfortunate examples of pure evil. But one thing she doesn't know
much about is trees. This means heading for Foster Home #12 (which is all the
way at the top of the map of California, where there looks to be nothing but trees)
has Whitney feeling a little nervous. She is pretty sure that the middle of nowhere
is going to be just one more place where a hyper, loud-mouthed kid who is messy
and small for her age won't be welcome for long. Jill Wolfson has woven together
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the stories of an irrepressible foster child and a deeply divided small town with
incredible humor and compassion.

Magical Manuscripts in Early Modern Europe
RANCHER SEEKING WIFE A newspaper ad is the desperately needed answer to Kate
Whittington's prayers. Abandoned by her mother--the town tramp, raised in a bleak
Maine orphanage, and a spinster without prospects, Kate dreams of a home and
family of her own. Unfortunately, when she arrives to begin her new life, the man
she believes she married by proxy denies placing the ad. He denies ever
corresponding with or marrying her. Worse, he's a Texas Ranger who's recently
been wounded while rescuing a boy from the Comanche--a boy he believes may be
his long lost son. Reed Benton doesn't want a wife, doesn't believe Kate's story of
an ad and letters, but he does need help taming the wild, resentful young boy
under his roof--a boy who is a painful reminder of a past filled with betrayal and
lies. There is no place in Reed Benton's heart for a woman. Can the faith of one
woman with nothing left to lose create a miracle and heal two damaged souls? "A
tender, satisfying historical romance"--Publishers Weekly "A gifted writer . . . able
to enthrall readers and touch their deepest emotions."--Romantic Times About the
Author Jill Marie Landis is the New York Times bestselling author and seven-time
Romance Writers of America Finalist for the RITA Award. Long known for her
historical romances, Jill Marie Landis also now writes The Tiki Goddess Mysteries
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(set on the island of Kauai, Hawaii, where she lives with her husband, actor Steve
Landis.)

Hausfrau
A collection of poetry explores such concerns as childhood and adolescence
shattered by the death of a father and the struggles of a single mother to raise her
daughters

Cold Night, Warm Stranger
“Shalvis makes me laugh, makes me cry, makes me sigh with pure pleasure.”
—Susan Andersen When Breanne Mooreland gets left at the altar, she decides the
best thing to do is to go on her honeymoon alone. Of course, she loses her luggage
along the way and ends up snowed in at a Sierra mountains lodge run by a
noticeably quirky staff. And before she can order room service, she finds a
naked—and gorgeous—man taking a shower in her suite who refuses to leave . . .
Vice cop Cooper Scott is in serious need of a vacation. He’s not about to give up
the only available room to a stranger because of a mix-up. They’ll just have to
make the best of it by sharing the bed. They’re mature adults after all. But when
Cooper wakes up kissing the long, leggy Breanne, he wants to show her exactly
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what the honeymoon suite is intended for. That will have to wait, though, because
a screaming Breanne has just stumbled over one very dead body . . .

Into the Planet
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